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Abstract
Evolution of information and technology increasingly sophisticated, also influential in the field of
education. One of the implementation of information and technology development in the field of education
is e-learning or electronic learning. GitHub social network can be one of the e-learning media in studying
software development because GitHub provides access control The number of contributors who commits or
change in a repository to make the duration of the calculation process to fill the parameter value that has
been determined. Based on the issue, this research aims to build a page capable of integrating information
from the GitHub repository page. Integration of information will be made by utilizing web scraping technology.
With a web page that integrates information from the GitHub repository page to get repository, collaborators,
commits, and issues information, the lecturer does not need to calculate how often the participant contributes
to the task.
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1. Introduction
Learning paradigm applies traditional system where a teacher is source of everything
and it calls Teacher-centered and nowadays it has been changed become learning paradigm of
Student-Centered where students are required to be active to elaborate the information that have
been obtained previously and also sharpen their collaboration skills in solving problem creatively
and skillfully [1]. Along with the statements, students must be able to do learning independently,
so in learning activity needs to choose an appropriate strategy in order that learning process
runs effectively and efficiently. An independent learning process can give benefit to improve
student independence in order not depend on the attendance and the description of teaching
materials from their teacher. The role of teacher in Student-Centered learning paradigm is as
a facilitator who designs the learning process. Therefore, to support the learning activities with
Student-Centered paradigm requires a media that can help and facilitate in doing collaboration
[2] to generate stimulus for learners to expand, deepen, and apply the information that have been
received while at the class [3].
Along with the development of Information and Communication that increase rapidly, it
will also give impact to Educational Technology. With the existence of application technology
in education field will indirectly also affect to the method of learning activities that are expected
to help students. One of the integration products of information technology into the world of
education is e-learning [4].
Implementation of e-learning as a medium of communication and recently learning has
been developing in educational institutions, especially in college level [4]. Generally, universi-
ties that apply e-learning systems use it as supplement (addition) through subject material that
presents regularly in the classroom. GitHub is one of (or can be) e-learning media in soft-
ware development because GitHub provides control access, source control, collaborations, and
transparency features such as bug tracking, feature request, task management, and issues [5].
Teacher take advantage of collaboration and transparency features from GitHub to create, reuse,
and combine lessons to encourage contribution from students and monitor their activities on given
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tasks [6]. The level of student activeness towards their contribution to a project can be seen from
regular commitment of students and the change on a repository. The implementation of web
scraping on monitoring task system integrated with GitHub can help students and teachers to get
information on repositories, collaborators, commits, and issues which can be shorten in the pro-
cess of calculating the level of students’ activeness according to their contribution that have been
made within a certain period.
2. Related Works
Learning method based on Student-Centered Learning combines collaborative method
by using learning media such as audio tapes, Overhead Transparency (OHT), or GitHub cited
by Joseph Feliciano, Margaret-Anne Storey, Yiyun Zhao, Weiliang Wang and Alexey Zagalasky,
in their research, they describes how GitHub emerges as a collaboration platform for education
and it aims to understand how does the environment of GitHub supports social and collaborative
features can fix (or may inhibit) experiences from student and teacher [7]. From the finding of their
research, they find that students get benefit from transparent feature and open workflow from
GitHub. However, some students worry because GitHub is not inherent learning media [6].
The implementation of web scraping as a data retrieval technique that has been done by
previous research for various needs and objects, Leo Rizky Julian and Friska Natalia uses web
scraping technique to compare data from five different online stores in computer, then the user
can save the cost of purchasing components of computer [8]. The comparison features based
on the principle of consumers who want to buy goods not only at the lowest price but also the
best quality. Other research are conducted by K. Sundaramoorthy, R. Durga and S. Nagadarshini
from Agni College of Technology, background of the research is simplify to categorize news from
various portals, a bot is used dynamically for extracting URL at the specific interval [9].
After all explained related work, this research combines some of the above mentioned
research, implementing web scraping with e-learning through GitHub. Web scraping will work
to harvesting selected information that will become the criterion of a task assessment, and this
method make it easier to check the task.
3. Methodology
3.1. Web Scraping
Web scraping, usually called web crawling or web spidering or programmatically going
over a collection of web pages and extracting data [10] and also this method is excellent at gath-
ering or collecting and processing large amounts of data [11]. This is a method employed to
extract very large amounts of data from websites whereby the data is extracted and saved to a
local file in your computer or to a database in table format or to a spreadsheet file. Web scraping
services is the technique of automating this process, instead of manually copying the data from
GitHub or any other website.
The layout of the GitHub is described using Hypertext Markup Language or HTML. HTML
document mostly dwell of four type of elements; structure of document, inline, reciprocal elements,
and block. The most common abstract model for HTML documents are trees, and the example of
a HTML modelled as a tree shown in Figure 1.
3.1.1. Web Scraping Steps
To grab a data from each link using BeautifulSoup4 module on Python 3 and it needs
a few stage. How much stage needed depends on a link or web structure. The first step is to
determine pages which will be used as information sources. List of web page address that will be
used in this study are shown by Table 1.
The second step is to extract the information from the source page by using web scraping
technique. Generally, there are two stages to take data automatically from a webpage are as
follows:
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Figure 1. An Example of a HTML Document Modelled as a Tree
Table 1. The List of URL
URL Spesific URL
https://github.com/bukuinformatika/sig
https://github.com/ https://github.com/bukuinformatika/sig/issues
https://github.com/bukuinformatika/sig/commits?author=awangga
1. Learning and identifying the HTML document from the information website that will be taken.
HTML that flank the information that will be taken
2. Searching navigation mechanisms on the website to be retrieved for information to imitate
through the web scraper application that will be created. In this stage, BeautifulSoup4 will
extract multiple types of data - text, links and more as shown at Figure 2.
Figure 2. Graph of Web Scraping
3.1.2. Data Extraction
This step is the act of development of to retrieving data that is already exists on a website
and convert it into a format that’s suitable for analysis. Web-Pages are rendered by the browser.
BeautifulSoup4 is essentially a set of wrapper functions that make it simple to select common
HTML or XML elements.
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3.1.3. Transformation
After author get the cleaned data from the parsing and cleaning, the data serialization
module is used to serialize the data according to the data. This is the final module and result that
will be transformed into a spreadsheet document and the lecturer will use the data for student task
assessment.
4. Result and Analysis
4.1. Requirement Analysis
The first phase in the waterfall model is requirement analysis. In this phase, the author
analyzes the requirements that will be made for the application and determines the features of the
application. The requirement analysis phase is using three methods to obtain information about
how should the application be made. The methods is observations and references studies.
4.2. Design
In the design phase, unified modeling language (UML) diagrams such as use case di-
agram, activity diagram, and sequence diagram were designed. This activity is to illustrate the
process that runs in the application and the relations between entities in the application, and for
the front-end, the author used Flask micro web framework written in Python and based on the
Werkzeug toolkit and Jinja2 template [12].
4.2.1. The XML DOM TREE Generation
XML parsing is taking in XML code andextracting relevant information [13] like the title of
the repository, fork count, issue count, contribution count, commit link, author name, date, and
commits count XML parsing is the process of taking raw XML code, reading it, and generating a
DOM tree object structure from it. BeautifulSoup4 is a set of wrapper functions that is used to
select XML and HTML elements. It is a class that is used to parse the XML files directly also a
DOM based toola in which the parser makes a single sequential pass through the file to parse the
XML file [14]. The parser does not save any of the tags or the contents inside the tags. So it leads
to super fast parsing because the XML file contents is not changed by the parser and the parser
makes only one pass through the file.
BeautifulSoup4 class constructs a DOM (Document Object Model) object. It means that
the entire contents of the XML file are stored in memory. DOM is a convention used in HTML,
XHTML, and XML for representing and interacting with objects [14]. The elements in an XML doc-
ument may have attributes. Even though it is a slower form of parsing, it allows making changes to
XML file contents. BeautifulSoup4 uses two kinds of objects to perform XML parsing. The objects
are BeautifulSoup4 and tag in order to do XML parsing using BeautifulSou4. BeautifulSoup4 is
an object that holds the entire XML file’s content in a tree-like structure, The tag object contains
number of attributes and methods that manipulates the XML file easily.
4.3. Algorithm for Scraping the Content from XML Using BeautifulSoup4
1. Import the necessary libraries for scraping such as BeautifulSoup4 to parse the data re-
turned from the website.
2. Fetch the links of the url using urllib2 library and save it in a variable.
3. For each link do:
(a) Parse the XML in the page variable and store it in a BeautifulSoup4 format.
(b) For each data in the item tag do scrap the title of the repository, fork count, issue count,
contribution count, commit link, author name, date, and commits count.
4. Save the scraped content into the Microsoft Excel or spreadsheet format.
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Listing 1. Scraping Commit URL
def parseCommitData ( ) :
global commit ˙ur l , commit˙data
resp = ses . get ( commi t ˙u r l )
soup = Beaut i fu lSoup ( resp . tex t , ” html . parser ” )
d i v ˙ e l e = soup . f i n d ( ’ d i v ’ , – ’ c lass ’ : ’ commits - l i s t i n g ’ ˝ )
l i ˙ l = d i v ˙ e l e . f i n d ˙ a l l ( ’ l i ’ , – ’ c lass ’ : ’ commits - l i s t - i tem ’ ˝ )
for l i in l i ˙ l :
t ry :
l s t = [ ]
auth = parseText ( l i . f i n d ( ’ a ’ , – ’ c lass ’ : ’ commit - author ’ ˝ ) . t e x t )
d t = parseText ( l i . f i n d ( ’ r e l a t i v e - t ime ’ ) . t e x t )
i f t i t ˙ e l e :
c m t ˙ t i t l e = parseText ( t i t ˙ e l e . t e x t )
l s t . append ( len ( commit˙data ) + 1)
l s t . append ( auth )
commit˙data . append ( l s t ) author , data )
except :
pr in t ( ” e r r o r ” )
pass pr in t ( commit˙data )
The Listing 1 show how BeautifulSoup4 module parsing the HTML document, and crawling the
website (commit data), and those code are the overall pattern in order to handle exceptions and
make it coherent at the same time.
4.3.1. Result of the Research
The result of this research is a web-based application of monitoring task system inte-
grated with GitHub are lecturer can get the information on repository, collaborators, commits and
issues as shown at Figure 3 which can be shorten in the process of calculating the level of stu-
dents’ activeness according to their contribution that have been made within a certain period.
Figure 3. The Result of Data Extraction
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4.4. Maintenance
Maintenance phase is the last phase of waterfall model SDLC method [15]. In this phase,
the author do the maintenance of the application. In case if there any changes in the design
structure of GitHub, the data scraping process which is conducted before using the same pattern
will be failed to obtain. This failure can be detected if there is an indication the data that obtained
in scraping data process are decreased or the scraping pattern cannot obtain data at all. If any of
this condition happen, the author need to reanalyze on every stage of data retrieval so it can be
discovered which stage that has to be changed.
4.5. Response Time
This is the crucial one, how fast the system to be use in e.g a web service. Response
time is the total amount of time it takes to respond to a request for service. The response time
is the sum of the service time and wait time [16]. The service time is the time it takes to do the
work author requested. The wait time is how long the request had to wait in a chain before being
serviced. For this research, the response time for each URL shown by Table 2 below, meanwhile,
if we run all the URL at the same time, it took 23.2 seconds to response.
Table 2. Response Time
URL Response time
https://github.com/bukuinformatika/sig 8.1s
https://github.com/bukuinformatika/sig/issues 7.4s
https://github.com/bukuinformatika/sig/commits?author=awangga 7.7s
5. Conclusion
After performing the analysis, the implementation of web scraping in monitoring tasks
integrated with GitHub, it can be concluded that the built application has been able to answer
the problems discussed in the previous chapters. Our work shows that with the design of the
system facilitate data collection tasks using social networking media GitHub, documentation and
collection of tasks more structured.
In this research showed that the lecturer can get information on GitHub: repository details;
collaborators details; commits count; detailed issues of the repository which can be shorten in the
process of calculating the level of students’ activeness according to their contribution that have
been made within a certain period at one course.
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